DEPARTURE ROUTE DESCRIPTION

TAKEOFF RUNWAYS 4L/R: Climbing right turn heading 099°, thence . . . .

TAKEOFF RUNWAYS 13L/R: Climb on assigned heading, thence . . . .

TAKEOFF RUNWAYS 22L/R: Climb heading 224°, thence . . . .

*GATEWAY CLIMB:* Climbing right turn to intercept the JFK R-232 until 5 DME, then turn left heading 219°, thence . . . .

TAKEOFF RUNWAYS 31L/R:

BREEZY POINT CLIMB: Climbing left turn direct CRI VOR/DME. Make turn east of CRI R-039 (remain within JFK 4.5 DME), then via CRI R-223. Cross CRI 3 DME or JFK R-253 at or above 2500, thence . . . .

CANARSIE CLIMB: Climbing left turn direct CRI VOR/DME. Make turn east of CRI R-039 (remain within JFK 4.5 DME), then via CRI R-176. Cross CRI 2 DME or JFK R-253 at or above 2500, thence . . . .

. . . . via RADAR vectors to MERIT, maintain 5000. Expect clearance to filed altitude/flight level ten (10) minutes after departure.

PUTNAM TRANSITION (MERIT6.PUT): From over MERIT INT to HFD VOR/DME via HFD R-253, then via HFD R-072 and PUT R-253 to PUT VOR/DME.